WASHINGTON CHILDREN'S CHOICE NOMINEES 2022

- ABOVE THE RIM
- CODZILLA
- THE FACTS OF OPINIONS ROBOTS
- I AM NOT A PENGUIN
- THE PANDA PROBLEM
- UNICORNS ARE THE WORST!
- THE BLUE HOUSE
- CROSSINGS
- EVELYN DEL RET IS MOVING ON!
- EVERY NIGHT IS PIZZA NIGHT
- I WILL DANCE
- LINUS: The Little Yellow Pencil
- LUBNA AND THE PEBBLE
- THE WAY, Charlie
- THE PANDA PROBLEM
- CHICKEN LITTLE: The Little Kiss in the Tea
- FEDEIRICO AND WOLF
- EYES THAT KISS AT THE CORNERS
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TOWNER AWARD
NOMINEES 2022

Beautiful Shades of Brown
Elizabeth Wehrly Wagner
ILUSTRATED BY PERRA MADILL

Equality's Call
The Story of Voting Rights in America
By Deborah Diesen
ILUSTRATED BY Magdalena Gruszka

The Only Woman in the Photo
Kathleen Krull
ILUSTRATED BY ALEXANDRA BYE

Your Place in the Universe
CALBRETT AND SIERRY HOBREE
JASON CHIN

Railway Jack
The True Story of Jamieson Railways
By E.J. Jameson
COMMISSIONED BY FROME SCHOOL

The Pig War
Simon and Smith

If You Take Away the Otter
Seamus Keenan-Dunne
Drawn by Matthew Dunman

Seymour Simon Dinosaurs
FACT AND FABLE

Candace Fleming
Eric Rohmann
Honeybee
THE BUSY LIFE OF APIS MELLIFERA

Eat Your Rocks, Croc!
Dr. Oet's Advice for Crocked Animals
By OPEN EDUCATION
PETER HAMMOND